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inches in height; eighteen inches in thickness, and
with a square doorway four feet and six inches by
two feet and nine inches in size cut through its center.
The western surface of the upper portal forming the
lintel is cut in a series of low bas-reliefs of severely
plain geometrical form, and with four deep niches
which were probably designed to hold small idols or
images,, very likely of gold or silver. The lintel on the
eastern face is completely covered with beautifully
sculptured symbolic figures in bas-relief, and has two
deep niches, one on each side of the doorway. The
sculptured symbols or figures are arranged in a series
of equal-sized squares surrounding a representation of
a deity, supposedly the sun-god. In either hand the
semihuman figure bears a ceremonial staff or scep-
ter, and the rays about his head terminate in minia-
ture jaguar heads. Flanking this central figure are
the forty-eight squares, twenty-four on each side, ar-
ranged in three rows of eight figures each. All these
face the god as if running toward him, and each car-
ries a small scepter or staff. The upper and lower
rows are semihuman figures with wings and crowns
and are identical in all respects. The figures of the
central row are repetitions of the others, aside from
the fact that they have condor heads. Below all these
is a line of sixteen carvings consisting of twelve hu-
man heads in flat reEef flanked by two condor heads.
No one has been able satisfactorily to explain or
interpret this remarkable sculpture which is unques-
tionably of great ceremonial or symbolical signifi-
cance. According to the ancient Peruvian mythology,
a giant condor-god carried the sun across the heavens
each day; and he is often represented battling with

